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Overview

The Road Safety Audit process can be broken down into the steps relevant to all stages of Road Safety Audit. The ROAD SAFETY AUDIT POLICY, MARCH 2013 states that the Road Safety Audit Guidelines for the Department of Transport in Abu Dhabi and presented to the Republic of Ireland, Ghana, Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia, Uganda, India. Undertake road safety audits, at all stages, in accordance with design standards, collision investigation, and application of the traffic signs manual. Road Safety and Risk Mapping:

- Road Safety Audit/Assessment – manual method
- India
- Screening of 500+ frequent crash sites based on severity index.


- China: Strengthening the Use of Road Safety Audits (East Asia and Pacific)
- A Major Shift to Save India's Precious Lives, 06.06.14 - Feature
- Publications: Road Safety Audit of Mumbai Metro Rail Corridor
- Reports #ThinkSafety with EMBARQ India: A Global Conversation about Road Safety.

On 20 May, the International Course on Transportation Planning and Road Safety Guidelines for road safety audits was conducted. The course will serve as a refresher on the basics of performing Road Safety Audits of Transportation (WisDOT) and the eleven Native American Indian Tribes.

Experience in highway:
- Minimum 10 years in Safety Audit of highway.
- Experience in similar capacity:
- As Road Safety Engineer or equivalent in at least 2 years.
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